Background and objectives: Implicit associations are relatively uncontrollable associations between concepts in memory. The current investigation focuses on implicit associations in four mental health domains (alcohol use, anxiety, depression, and eating disorders) and how these implicit associations: a) relate to explicit associations and b) self-reported clinical symptoms within the same domains, and c) vary based on demographic characteristics (age, gender, race, ethnicity, and education). Methods: Participants (volunteers over age 18 to a research website) completed implicit association (Implicit Association Tests), explicit association (self þ psychopathology or attitudes toward food, using semantic differential items), and symptom measures at the Project Implicit Mental Health website tied to: alcohol use (N ¼ 12,387), anxiety (N ¼ 21,304), depression (N ¼ 24,126), or eating disorders (N ¼ 10,115). Results: Within each domain, implicit associations showed small to moderate associations with explicit associations and symptoms, and predicted self-reported symptoms beyond explicit associations. In general, implicit association strength varied little by race and ethnicity, but showed small ties to age, gender, and education. Limitations: This research was conducted on a public research and education website, where participants could take more than one of the studies. Conclusions: Among a large and diverse sample, implicit associations in the four domains are congruent with explicit associations and self-reported symptoms, and also add to our prediction of self-reported symptoms over and above explicit associations, pointing to the potential future clinical utility and validity of using implicit association measures with diverse populations.
Introduction
If asked to indicate the extent to which you think of yourself as a sad person, you may think about the last time you were sad or about what it means to be sad. Such assessments are explicit in that consciously controlled processing informs your reports. To measure less controlled, more spontaneous assessments that may reside outside conscious awareness, researchers have developed tools for measuring implicit cognition to capture ways that past experiences (that may not be explicitly remembered) influence performance or behaviors (for a comprehensive definition, see Greenwald & Banaji, 1995) . Implicit associations are a key component of implicit cognition and reflect the relative strength of associations between concepts held in memory (see Lane, Banaji, Nosek, & Greenwald, 2007; . Importantly, implicit associations are relatively difficult to consciously control, in contrast to explicit associations, which require conscious, more deliberate reflection of one's attitudes towards the concepts. In the current study, implicit and explicit associations across four mental healthrelated domains (alcohol use, anxiety, depression, and eating disorders) are examined.
Implicit and explicit associations are not perfectly correlated and the magnitude of correlation strength between the two can depend on many moderators (e.g., social desirability of the content area; see Nosek, 2005) . Although there is a rich literature evaluating impliciteexplicit relationships in the social cognition field, less research has been devoted to impliciteexplicit relationships specifically in the clinical domain (though see Roefs et al., 2011 ; for a useful review). Moreover, most studies in the clinical field have relied on small samples, making it difficult to evaluate the influence of individual differences on the expression of implicit associations (e.g., within small samples there may be minimal representation of a given ethnic group, limiting the opportunity to conduct high powered tests of ethnic group effects, and one cannot assume random assignment of other factors across participants so it may be difficult to disentangle the influence of co-occurring participant attributes, such as a discrepant gender ratio across different ethnic groups). Thus, using a large sample, the present study describes associations among implicit and explicit associations and selfreported symptoms in four highly prevalent mental health domains. We also investigate how implicit and explicit associations and symptom measures vary as a function of demographic variables (e.g., age, race). Launched in September 2011, Project Implicit Mental Health (PIMH; a sister-site to Project Implicit, a popular implicit social cognition research website launched in 1998) is a demonstration and research website that allows individuals to learn more about their implicit biases associated with mental illness, such as anxiety and depression (To take a demonstration test, visit www. ImplicitMentalHealth.com.). The size and relative diversity of visitors to the public website provides a unique opportunity to characterize these implicit associations across multiple mental health domains and evaluate variability in implicit associations relating to differences in demographic characteristics.
The Implicit Association Test (IAT) was selected to operationalize implicit mental health associations because of its strong psychometric properties. The IAT has been found to correlate with mental health symptoms, such as specific phobias (e.g., Teachman, Gregg, & Woody, 2001) , social anxiety (e.g., de Jong, 2002) , alcohol use (e.g., , and even suicidality (e.g., Nock & Banaji, 2007) . Further, the IAT uniquely predicts disorder-related behavior (e.g., an alcohol-arousing IAT predicts alcohol use; Houben & Wiers, 2008) and treatment outcomes (e.g., change in panic disorder symptoms; Teachman, Marker, & SmithJanik, 2008) . In a review of psychopathology research involving implicit measures, Roefs et al. (2011) conclude that although results across disorders are mixed, implicit association measures like the IAT provide insight into psychopathology not captured by explicit measures. However, the majority of these studies examined single problem areas only and often used relatively homogenous, small samples in the lab, limiting our ability to make more reliable estimates of impliciteexplicit relationships and determine how demographic variables moderate the implicit evaluations.
Theoretical support for the use of implicit measures in psychopathology research follows from numerous models highlighting how various features of automatic processing biases are key components of mental health disorders (for review on automaticity in anxiety and depressive disorders, see Teachman, Joormann, Steinman, & Gotlib, 2012) . For instance, in the anxiety domain, Beck and Clark's (1997) model of anxiety pathology posits that information processing in anxious individuals is a combination of automatic and strategic processes. In the mostly automatic stage of threat stimulus recognition, individuals process the threat outside of conscious awareness before using more elaborated or strategic processing to act on the threat. Similarly, Beevers' (2005) dualprocess model for depression suggests that individuals who are unable to strategically correct for negative automatic, associative biases may be more vulnerable to depressive disorders. In the alcohol literature, Wiers, Gladwin, Hofmann, Salemink, and Ridderinkhof (2013) suggest that focusing on iterative reprocessing and interactions between relatively automatic and controlled processing will lead to a more nuanced understanding of addiction and psychopathology. Finally, Vitousek and Hollon (1990) hypothesize that automatic processing biases arise among individuals with eating disorders given the association between the self and unhealthy weight-related beliefs. The role of automatic processing is central to a broad range of psychopathology theories, suggesting implicit associations may be transdiagnostic maintaining or vulnerability factors. Therefore, understanding how impliciteexplicit relationships vary across disorder domains is critical.
Overview
This is the first study that examines the relationship among implicit and explicit associations and self-reported symptoms across multiple disorder domains in large and relatively diverse samples (though see important work by , examining implicit anxious and depressed associations in a large Dutch sample recruited from different health settings). Our primary aim is to describe these relationships and examine how implicit associations vary based on demographic variables, so the approach is mainly descriptive, rather than conducting formal tests of theory. Four clinical domains were selected because of their high prevalence and the prominence of uncontrollable processing biases in the models for each of these problem areas: alcohol use (hazardous drinking), anxiety, depression, and eating disorder symptoms. In each case, self-reported symptoms were measured, as opposed to diagnoses, in part for logistical reasons given the online data collection method, but also to better understand implicit evaluations across persons with a broad range of symptom severity. We also included measures of explicit associations to allow for a more direct comparison with the implicit measures because both capture simple associations based on analogous relative construct comparisons. We recognize that the selected mental health domains encompass some heterogeneity (e.g., panic disorder and social anxiety disorder differ in meaningful ways, despite both being part of the anxiety domain). However, we focus on the broader domains as opposed to diagnostic categories for this initial evaluation, consistent with a Research Domain Criteria (RDoC; Insel et al., 2010) perspective, and because of our primary interest in implicit associations that we expect to be fundamental across diagnostic categories.
In the present study, it is expected that positive correlations will emerge among implicit associations, explicit associations, and selfreported symptom measures across domains; however, given prior meta-analyses showing a small mean effect size of the impliciteexplicit relationships (Hofmann, Gawronski, Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005; Roefs et al., 2011) , these correlations are expected to be relatively modest in magnitude. In addition to examining correlations across the measures, we will also present how implicit, explicit, and symptom measures vary by demographic variables, and whether implicit associations are uniquely predictive of symptoms (above and beyond explicit associations). Establishing incremental predictive validity is important for determining the ultimate clinical utility of these measures.
Methods

Participants
A total of 67,932 participants consented and completed at least one task among the Alcohol (12,387), Anxiety (21,304), Depression (24,126), and Eating (10,115) studies on the PIMH website between September 2011 and May 2014 (www.ImplicitMentalHealth.com). Visitors could select which studies they wished to complete at the site; thus, disorder topics were not assigned randomly. In addition to the four disorder domains examined presently, individuals could choose to complete studies on mental health treatment, selfesteem, stigma toward persons with mental illness, and suicide and self-harm (latter described in Glenn et al., 2016) . Research on this site was approved by affiliated Institutional Review Boards. PIMH samples are more diverse than typical collegiate samples; however, they are not representative of any one, defined population. Participants were citizens of 173 different countries; 71.2% were United States citizens. See Table 1 for participant characteristics for each mental health study. Comparing our participant characteristics to US Census data, we see that our sample is modestly more diverse than the general US population in terms of race (i.e., 2013 US Census data indicated that 77.7% of the US was white, 13.2% Black or African American, 2.4% more than one race), but not in terms of ethnicity (17.1% of the US reported being Latino or Hispanic in 2013; United States Census Bureau, 2015b). Our sample is also more educated than the general US population (United States Census Bureau, 2015a, data indicates approximately 10% of adults 18 and older have a Master's, professional, or Doctoral degree; 19% have a Bachelor's degree; and 30% have a high school degree).
We do not have formal data on how participants are directed to the site; however, we have a good idea of how most volunteers hear about the site. Project Implicit (www.projectimplicit.net), a very popular research and education website, has a link to PIMH on its site, which likely contributes a large portion of our site traffic. We also mention the PIMH site in talks and news coverage, and it is likely that some visitors come to the site through 'surfing' the Internet, or a class assignment. Sriram & Greenwald, 2009) , which are conceptually similar to the IAT but do not require an explicitly labeled comparison category, were used, depending on the study. See Table 2a for all category labels and stimuli. Three of the four domains (alcohol use, anxiety, and depression) measure self-concept implicit associations (i.e., self þ a disorder characteristic), whereas the eating task measures individuals' food-related implicit associations.
The alcohol BIAT 2 was designed to assess drinking associations with the self, based on prior research showing that implicit association strength between "drinker" þ "me" predicts alcohol problems and consumption better than other alcohol IAT variants . The task consisted of two classification conditions, one in which the category labels "drinker" and "me" appeared together at the top of the screen, and one in which "abstaining" and "me" appeared together. Words related to "drinker," "abstaining," "me," or "others" were then displayed one at a time in the center of the screen. Note, the "others" stimuli are background stimuli to contrast with the "me" stimuli, but there is no labeled "others" category in the BIAT design. Participants were asked to press the "i" key if the word belonged to one of the displayed word categories and the "e" key if the word did not fit in the 2 Two changes were made midway through the first year of data collection. In the Alcohol study, the classification categories in the alcohol BIAT were revised from "alcohol-irresistible" to "drinker-me" given evidence for the latter's stronger psychometric properties . For the sake of consistency, only data from participants who took the drinker-me alcohol BIAT (n ¼ 9424) were included in these analyses. In the Anxiety study, the anxiety symptom questionnaire (DASS-21 anxiety subscale) was temporarily exchanged for another symptom questionnaire (DASS-21 stress subscale). The DASS-21 anxiety subscale is currently being administered and is the scale reported here (n ¼ 15,516 in the current analysis).
displayed categories. Six blocks of 16 trials each were presented, alternating between the "abstaining" þ "me" and "drinker" þ "me" conditions. The first two blocks were practice trials used to familiarize the participant with the test; the last four blocks were critical trials from which the scores were derived. Order of the "abstaining" þ "me" condition and the "drinker" þ "me" condition were randomized, such that individuals received two blocks of one condition and then two blocks of the other. To assess the relative strength of drinking identity associations, time to classify stimuli in the two conditions was compared. Faster responses when "drinker" was paired with "me," relative to when "drinker" was paired with "not me," indicated a higher implicit drinking identity. The anxiety BIAT was designed to assess anxious associations with the self, based on prior research examining the self-concept of anxiety (Egloff & Schmukle, 2002) . The depression BIAT was designed to assess negative mood associations with the self, based on prior research showing that depressed individuals have more dysfunctional and negatively biased views of themselves than nondepressed individuals (e.g., Hollon, Kendall, & Lumry, 1986) . The implicit anxiety and depression tasks were similar to the BIAT for alcohol except that "drinking" and "abstaining" category labels were replaced with "anxious" and "calm" for the anxiety study and "sad" and "happy" for the depression task. In all three tasks, the same words for "me" and "others" were used.
Unlike the other three BIATs, the eating IAT followed a typical IAT format, consisting of two critical classification conditions, and was designed to assess the acceptability of high-fat foods, based on prior research in which anorexic individuals reported having a reduced preference for high-fat foods (Stoner, Fedoroff, Andersen, & Rolls, 1996) , perhaps because high-fat foods are seen as shameful. Prior studies have shown that anorexic patients show greater negative associations with high-caloric food than control participants (de Jong & Veenstra, 2007 ). In the current study, in one condition, "high-fat food" and "shameful" category labels were paired together on one side of the screen while "low-fat food" and "acceptable" category labels were paired together on the other side of the screen. This differs from the BIAT described above where only 3 of the 4 categories are explicitly labeled. Words related to "highfat food," "low-fat food," "shameful," or "acceptable" were then displayed one at a time in the center of the screen. Participants were asked to press the "i" key if the word belonged to the word categories displayed on the right of the screen and the "e" key if the word belonged to the word categories displayed on the left of the screen. The categories were then switched so that "high-fat food" was paired with "acceptable" and "low-fat food" with "shameful," and the classification task was repeated.
For the eating IAT, seven total blocks were presented, consisting of three practice and four critical blocks. To familiarize participants with the task, the first two blocks consisted of 20 practice trials each in which only two categories from a single dimension (e.g., "high-fat food" and "low-fat food") appeared on the screen. Participants then completed blocks 3 (20 trials) and 4 (40 trials) that were identical critical blocks for one combined category pairing classification condition (e.g., high-fat food paired with acceptable and low-fat food paired with shameful). Block 5 was a practice block of 40 trials in which "high-fat food"/"low-fat food" remained in the same position but the other contrasting categories ("shameful"/"acceptable") switched sides of the screen. Finally, blocks 6 and 7 followed the same format as blocks 3 and 4, but the category pairings were reversed (e.g., high-fat food was now paired with shameful and low-fat food paired with acceptable). Again, order of the critical category pairing conditions was randomized.
Across tasks, higher implicit scores reflect relatively more unhealthy associations with the self (e.g., self as a drinker, or self as sad), and higher eating IAT scores reflect stronger high-fat food as shameful associations. Internal consistencies were calculated by correlating reaction times of alternating couplets within the implicit measures (following Nosek & Smyth, 2007) . The alcohol BIAT (r ¼ .58, p < .001), anxiety BIAT (r ¼ .60, p < .001), depression BIAT (r ¼ .62, p < .001), and eating IAT (r ¼ .76, p < .001) exhibited modest to strong internal reliability.
Explicit associations
To provide explicit associations that mirror the IAT and BIAT's relative structure, participants were asked for ratings along dimensions that matched the implicit tasks' categories using semantic differential items, anchored by two opposing adjectives (i.e., semantic differential items; Greenwald et al., 1998; Ranganath & Nosek, 2008) . See Table 2b for questions and response options.
For the alcohol, anxiety, and depression tasks, explicit associations were calculated by subtracting the response to the question regarding 'others' from the response to the question regarding the 'self.' Higher scores reflect greater self-as-unhealthy explicit associations, matching the directional valence of the implicit association score. Similarly, for the eating task, an explicit association was calculated by subtracting the question regarding 'high-fat foods' from the question regarding 'low-fat foods,' so that higher scores reflected a greater high-fat food-as-shameful explicit association. These relative measures of explicit associations have been used in previous implicit/explicit association research across different clinical domains (e.g., people with mental illness vs. being on welfare, Peris, Teachman, & Nosek, 2008; fat vs. thin people, Teachman, Gapinski, Brownell, Rawlins, & Jeyaram, 2003 Study 2a) . Additionally, relative measures of explicit self-anxious and selfdepressed associations correlate with corresponding symptom measures Glashouwer, de Jong, & Penninx, 2012) .
Note that these explicit association measures were included as simple explicit parallels to the implicit measure, given both assess the same relative associations between constructs. If the explicit association measures were excluded, the study would only examine a single-target measure (symptoms) and its correlation with an implicit, dual-target relative measure (implicit association tests). As a result, implicit and explicit differences would be confounded with single-and dual-target differences. Further, there would not be a clear way to assess incremental validity of the implicit measures in predicting symptoms.
2.2.4. Symptom measures 2.2.4.1. Alcohol. The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT; Babor, Higgins-Biddle, Saunders, & Monteiro, 1992 ) is a 10-item questionnaire that measures alcohol consumption and is widely used to identify individuals who may exhibit hazardous drinking patterns (Allen, Litten, Fertig, & Babor, 1997; Saunders, Aasland, Babor, de la Fuente, & Grant, 1993) . Higher scores reflect greater risk of alcohol-related disorders (e.g., dependence). This measure has been shown to have acceptable test-retest reliability and internal consistency (Reinert & Allen, 2002 ). Cronbach's a ¼ .85 in the current study.
2.2.4.2. Anxiety. The Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Scale-21 item version (DASS-21; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) 7-item anxiety subscale focuses on worry, fear, and the physiological responses associated with anxiety (over the past week), such as "I felt I was close to panic." Its psychometric properties are strong in both clinical and community samples (Antony, Bieling, Cox, Enns, & Swinson, 1998) . It also correlates with other established measures of anxiety (Antony et al., 1998; Brown, Chorpita, Korotitsch, & Barlow, 1997; Crawford & Henry, 2003 ). Cronbach's a ¼ .83 in the current study.
2.2.4.3. Depression. The Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Scale-21 item version (DASS-21; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) 7-item depression subscale focuses on feelings of dysphoria and hopelessness over the past week, such as "I felt down-hearted and blue." The subscale demonstrates adequate internal consistency (Osman et al., 2012) and concurrent validity with other measures of depression (Brown et al., 1997 Garner, Olmsted, Bohr, & Garfinkel, 1982 ) is a self-report measure of symptoms and concerns related to eating disorders. Higher scores reflect more eating disorder symptoms. The EAT-26 has been shown to have strong internal consistency in non-clinical samples (Garner et al.) and diagnostic support for its construct validity (e.g., Mintz & O'Halloran, 2000) . Cronbach's a ¼ .91 in the current study.
Procedure
Following self-selection of a mental health domain (i.e., alcohol, anxiety, depression, or eating study), visitors to the PIMH website completed the informed consent form, which included information about the upcoming tasks (e.g., "this study examines attitudes, preferences, and beliefs related to mental health issues"). Following consent, the domain's measures (IAT/BIAT, explicit association semantic differential items, and symptom questionnaire, all specific to that domain) and demographic questions were administered in random order, with the exception of the semantic differential items that always immediately followed the symptom questionnaire. Participants were then fully debriefed, and given the opportunity to view their IAT score and feedback if they wished (e.g., "Your implicit data suggest that you strongly identify more with HAPPY than SAD"). Eighty-six percent of participants that consented saw all tasks and were debriefed. Mental health resource information (e.g., links to treatment referrals) was provided during both consent and debriefing.
Results
Data reduction and scoring
All questionnaires (DASS-21, EAT-26, and AUDIT) were scored according to their original publications or manuals. Data for the depression, anxiety, and eating disorder symptom measures were excluded if participants did not complete at least 80% of items on the questionnaire (otherwise, mean imputation was used to replace any missing values). Included in the final analyses were: 15,516 participants' DASS-21 anxiety subscale scores (9.1% of the 17,075 participants did not respond to any items, or failed to meet the 80% criterion, on the DASS-21 anxiety subscale 3 ), 22,364 participants' DASS-21 depression subscale scores (7.3% of the 24,126 consenting participants did not respond to any of the items or failed to meet 80% criterion), and 9416 participants' EAT-26 scores (6.9% of the 10,115 consenting participants did not respond to any of the items or failed to meet the 80% criterion). Alcohol symptom data were excluded for participants with a history of drinking who did not respond to eight or more items on the AUDIT. Of the 12,387 consenting individuals, 8.3% (1023 participants) were not included in AUDIT analyses based on this criterion. Across measures, individual item scores for all participants were used in the calculation of Cronbach's alpha reported above. All implicit association measures were scored following recommendations by Greenwald and colleagues (Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003; Nosek, Bar-Anan, Sriram, & Greenwald, 2012) . The IAT and BIAT scoring algorithms create a D score, which is the difference between response latencies for the two critical category pairing conditions, divided by the standard deviations across all blocks. The D score is conceptually similar to a Cohen's d effect size. Based on current scoring recommendations (e.g., cut points to exclude data with high error rates or too many fast trials), the following were excluded: 772 (6.2%) participants' alcohol BIAT data, 1002 (4.7%) participants' anxiety BIAT data, 1058 (4.4%) participants' depression BIAT data, and 1146 (11.3%) participants' eating IAT data. 4 Prior to performing analyses, all study variables were checked for normality and outliers via visual inspection of QeQ plots. Due to negative skew, the eating IAT was reflected and transformed using a square-root transformation, then reflected again to maintain the original direction of the variable. Due to positive skew, the AUDIT and EAT-26 were square-root transformed (following the addition of a constant of 1). Age (within each domain) was substantially positively skewed. All other study variables appeared normal.
Removal of outliers
Median absolute deviation (MAD) was used to identify extreme outliers in the implicit association measures, symptom measures, and age variable across domains. MAD is a more robust dispersion statistic than standard deviation, which is unduly influenced by outliers (Leys, Ley, Klein, Bernard, & Licata, 2013) . Following Leys et al. (2013) , cases with a MAD of 3 or more were removed from the samples. The following cases with a MAD of 3 or more were removed from final analyses: 28 (.2%) of the alcohol BIAT, 78 (.4%) of the anxiety BIAT, 78 (.3%) of the depression BIAT, 53 (.5%) of the eating IAT, 157 (.7%) of the DASS-21 anxiety subscale, 473 (2.0%) of the DASS-21 depression subscale, and 41 (.4%) of the EAT-26. Across domains, between 9.3% and 13.5% of the cases in age across studies were considered outliers. However, given the large proportion of "outliers" in age, all values were left in the dataset for analyses using age.
Descriptive statistics: implicit associations, explicit associations, and symptom measures
See Table 3 for complete descriptive statistics for the dependent variables.
Alcohol study
On average, individuals did not have a bias to implicitly associate the self with drinking or abstaining (mean not significantly different from zero,
However, they demonstrated a bias to explicitly associate the self (vs. others) with being abstainers vs. drinkers (mean significantly different from zero, t[10,849] ¼ À27.55, p < .001, d ¼ À.26) on the semantic differential items. Scores on the AUDIT before outlier removal ranged from 0 to 40, with 44.5% of the sample scoring 8 or above, which is indicative of hazardous or harmful alcohol use, according to the measure's authors. Using a more conservative criterion (scoring 12 or more), 26.1% of participants indicated potentially hazardous drinking behaviors. This is higher than a past community sample, in which 11e14% of men exhibited scores indicative of abuse or dependence and 5e7% of women exhibited scores indicative of abuse or dependence (Volk et al., 1997) . In another online study of mental health symptoms (Shapiro, Chandler, & Mueller, 2013) , 37.1% positively endorsed at least one item on the CAGE-AID (Brown & Rounds, 1995) , which indicates a positive screen for substance use, including drug use.
Anxiety study
Individuals tended to demonstrate a bias to implicitly associate the self as calm (relative to anxious; t[17,656] ¼ À113.27, p < .001, d ¼ À.85) on the BIAT, while they showed a bias to explicitly associate the self (relative to others) as anxious (relative to calm; mean significantly different from zero, t[19,644] ¼ 52.59, p < .001, d ¼ .38) on the semantic differential items. Scores on the DASS-21 anxiety subscale in the full sample ranged from 0 to 42, with 19.0% of the sample reporting severe to extremely severe symptoms of anxiety (i.e., scored 15 or higher). Our sample's mean on the DASS-21 anxiety subscale is higher than both the mean of a previous community sample (e.g., community mean: 3.76; Henry & Crawford, 2005) and another online study of mental health (e.g., 2.9% of participants endorsed clinical levels of general anxiety; Shapiro et al., 2013) .
Depression study
On average, individuals had a bias to implicitly associate the self as happy (relative to sad; mean significantly different from zero, t [20,030] ¼ À127.82, p < .001, d ¼ À.90) on the BIAT, while they had a bias to explicitly associate the self (relative to others) as sad (relative to happy; mean significantly different from zero, t [22,330] ¼ 43.63, p < .001, d ¼ .29) on the semantic differential items. Scores on the DASS-21 depression subscale ranged from 0 to 42, with 16.3% of the sample scoring in the severe to extremely severe range (i.e., scored 21 or higher). This sample's mean on the DASS-21 depression subscale is higher than the mean of a previous community sample (e.g., community mean: 5.66; Henry & Crawford, 2005) and another online examination of mental health (e.g., approximately 5% of individuals endorsed clinically significant depressive symptoms; Shapiro et al., 2013 Scores on the EAT-26 (untransformed, with outliers) ranged from 0 to 78, with 18.6% of the sample scoring 20 or above, which suggests problematic eating behaviors, or concerns about weight and dieting. This percentage is higher than the percentage in a previous college student sample (a group particularly at risk for eating disorders), in which 10.9% of women and 4.0% of men reported scores of 20 or above (Hoerr et al., 2002) , however much lower than the percentage in an online eating disorder support group, with 87.7% of participants reporting scores of 20 or above (Darcy & Dooley, 2007) . 4 All consenting participants were included in all analyses, unless otherwise noted (e.g., implicit association or symptom data removed). Additionally, individuals administered the "alcohol-irresistible" BIAT were included in the final demographic and symptom analyses to retain as much data as possible, even though they had missing data for implicit and explicit associations.
5 A difference in mean implicit association scores based on IAT block order (i.e., whether participants saw high-fat food þ shameful and low-fat food þ acceptable paired first versus seeing high-fat food þ acceptable and low-fat food þ shameful paired first) was found for the eating IAT, t(8031) ¼ À18.06, p < .001, Cohen's d ¼ À.40. Individuals who saw high-fat food paired with shameful first exhibited stronger high-fat food þshameful implicit associations than individuals who saw high-fat food paired with acceptable first. However, the implicit-explicit association correlation and the implicit association-symptom measure correlation did not vary based on block order (using Fisher's r-to-z transformation to compare correlation strengths, ps > .600). Block order differences did not emerge in the alcohol, anxiety, or depression domains. Note. The full sample (using the original, untransformed, with outliers) variables are reported in the first line of the table. The second line includes the means and standard deviations of the transformed (with outliers removed) variables, if applicable. The transformed variables were used in subsequent analyses for this table. Effect sizes for t-tests were calculated using the following formula: Cohen's d ¼ (M 1 eM 2 )/SD pooled . *p < .01, **p < .001. a Races that do not significantly differ from each other share the same superscript letter (e.g., all races with an "a" superscript are not significantly different from each other at p < .01).
Relationships among implicit associations, explicit associations, symptom measures, and demographic characteristics
Pearson correlations were computed to test the relationship between implicit and explicit associations and symptoms within studies. To evaluate the relationships between demographic measures and the symptom, explicit association, and implicit association measures, Pearson correlations were conducted with age, Spearman correlations with educational attainment, t-tests for the dichotomous gender and ethnicity variables, and Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) for the categorical race variable. Given the large sample size and the large number of tests conducted, alpha was set at .01 for all analyses to reduce the likelihood of false-positive results.
As seen in Table 3 and in line with hypotheses, across studies, stronger implicit associations reflecting relatively more unhealthy mental health evaluations (e.g., self as a drinker, anxious, or sad, or high-fat food as shameful) were modestly associated with more unhealthy explicit associations. Moreover, stronger unhealthy implicit associations were reliably associated with greater endorsement of symptoms in the same domain. Not surprisingly, the correlation strengths between explicit associations and symptom measures were stronger than the correlations with the implicit measures, likely owing to the shared method variance. This pattern of correlations among dependent variables was consistent across domains.
With respect to the relationships between the demographic variables and the symptom, explicit association, and implicit association measures, few consistent findings emerged. Although some tests reached statistical significance, in general, race and ethnicity did not predict meaningful or large differences on the symptom measures, implicit associations, and explicit associations. There were small relationships with age; greater age was associated with weaker self-psychopathology consistent implicit associations in the alcohol, anxiety, and depression domains. Moreover, there were fewer self-reported symptoms associated with greater age across all four domains. Psychopathology-consistent explicit associations in the anxiety, depression, and eating disorders domain were negatively associated with age, however individuals tended to report stronger self-drinker associations with age (again, the effects were small). Small effect sizes also emerged within the relationships with education. In the anxiety and depression domains, more education was associated with fewer self-reported symptoms and weaker implicit and explicit self-anxious and sad associations. Small to moderate gender effects also emerged; being a woman was associated with greater self-reported symptoms and stronger explicit and implicit associations in the anxiety and eating domains, and fewer self-reported symptoms and weaker explicit and implicit associations in the alcohol domain. Surprisingly, no gender differences emerged between men and women in implicit association strength in the depression domain, and men reported more depressive symptoms and stronger self-sad (compared to others) explicit associations than women.
Incremental predictive validity of implicit mental health evaluations
To address the question of whether implicit evaluations add to the prediction of self-reported symptoms, over and above explicit mental health evaluations, hierarchical linear regressions were conducted within each study. Table 4 for details, including effect sizes).
Secondary analyses using single target explicit associations
To further evaluate the relationship between implicit associations and explicit reports, we ran secondary analyses using just one of the explicit association semantic differential items (as opposed to taking the relative difference between the two items) to examine whether the implicit/explicit relationship differed when just examining the explicit association as a single target (e.g., association with the self, as opposed to the self relative to others). In these analyses, we used the "yourself" explicit association questions (in the alcohol use, anxiety, and depression studies) and the "high-fat" question (in the eating study), with higher values representing stronger self þpsychopathology or high-fat food þshameful associations. Results revealed that individuals were more likely to selfidentify with being a drinker (versus abstainer, M ¼ .35, SD ¼ 2.44), feeling anxious (versus calm, M ¼ .74, SD ¼ 1.96), and feeling happy (versus sad, M ¼ À.90, SD ¼ 1.84). Individuals were also more likely to rate high-fat food as shameful (versus acceptable, M ¼ .13, SD ¼ 1.91). Note, when comparing these descriptive statistics to the relative dual target version of the explicit association measure (reported in the main analyses), some interesting differences emerge. Within the alcohol study, although individuals were more likely to associate themselves with being a drinker (compared to abstainer) on the single target version, when they compared themselves to others, they more strongly associated with abstaining. The opposite pattern emerged in the depression study. Although participants more strongly associated themselves with being happy (as compared to sad) on the single target version, when comparing themselves to others, they considered themselves more strongly associated with sadness. This points to the value of examining both single and dual target indicators.
Other analyses were mostly similar using the single target explicit association measures. Correlation strengths for implicit with single target explicit associations (alcohol use: r ¼ .31; anxiety: r ¼ .27; depression: r ¼ .37; eating: r ¼ .18; all ps < .001) and for symptom with single target explicit associations (alcohol use: r ¼ .61; anxiety: r ¼ .52; depression: r ¼ .69; eating: r ¼ .45; all Table 4 Linear regression models pred ons and implicit associations.
Step 1 ps < .001) were either similar or stronger than the dual target explicit association correlations reported in Table 3 . Further, rerunning the incremental predictive validity regression models with the single target explicit associations yielded similar results to analyses with the dual target measures (i.e., the implicit measures continued to show significant incremental predictive validity in each case, though the magnitude of variance accounted for was slightly smaller; details available from the first author).
Discussion
The present study examined implicit associations across four clinical domains in a large, diverse sample, and their association with explicit associations, symptom measures, and key demographic characteristics. Within the alcohol use, anxiety, depression, and disordered eating domains, modest, positive correlations emerged between implicit and explicit associations, and between implicit associations and symptom measures. Not surprisingly, correlations between explicit associations and symptom measures were stronger than either of their respective correlations with implicit associations, perhaps owing to shared method variance given both explicit associations and symptoms were assessed using explicit self-report. Notably, any statistically significant relationship that emerged between implicit associations and demographic variables exhibited small effect sizes, perhaps suggesting that the BIAT and IAT are tools that can be used across diverse groups of individuals. Implicit associations were also found to be incrementally predictive of symptom measures, above and beyond explicit associations, across all four disorder domains (albeit with small effect sizes).
We are reticent to make overly broad claims that extend beyond these particular implicit tasks and this sample; however, it is notable that individuals exhibited a bias for psychopathologyrelated (vs. health-related) implicit mental health evaluations, on average, only in the context of eating disorder-relevant concerns (i.e., showing an implicit bias for high-fat foods-shameful). This finding may reflect the ubiquity with which North American culture assigns a moral value to food (as the majority of participants were from the United States), and the pervasiveness of the current anti-fat culture (Crandall, Merman, & Hebl, 2009) . In contrast, individuals exhibited positive implicit associations (i.e., self-calm or self-happy) in the anxiety and depression domains, on average, and showed no implicit self associations between abstaining or drinking in the alcohol use domain. These three latter tasks have in common a central self-evaluation component, and suggest that among this unselected sample, implicit self-evaluations may be somewhat protected. This is in line with other self-related implicit evaluation research; for example, among American, Japanese, and Chinese cultures, implicit self-esteem appears to be universally positive (Yamaguchi et al., 2007) . These relatively positive-self implicit associations are noteworthy, given that these participants reported relatively high mean levels of symptoms for an unselected sample, and even biases for self-anxious and self-sad explicit selfassociations in the anxiety and depression domains.
Despite the discrepant implicit-explicit mean-level associations in the alcohol use, anxiety, and depression domains, there remains a small, positive correlation between implicit and explicit associations across all four domains in the present investigation. Thus, it appears that implicit and explicit reports are measuring at least some related content, though there are likely different factors influencing the implicit and explicit responses. Previous work has examined moderators of impliciteexplicit relationships in the social psychology domain, and has found that greater concern regarding self-presentation predicts weaker implicit-explicit correspondence (Nosek, 2005) . Future work could assess whether selfpresentation concerns predict differing implicit-explicit responses in clinical applications; owing to the stigma of mental health difficulties, it is likely that self-presentation affects how one explicitly responds to questions regarding mental health, though it is intriguing that it is the explicit responses that tend to be more negative in the current study (counter to typical self-presentation explanations).
Critically, the importance of these particular implicit associations tested in the present study should not be overstated, and there are of course other mental health-related implicit associations that are also valuable predictors of alcohol use, anxiety, depression, and eating disorder symptoms. However, we believe the specific associations tested here are informative. For the alcohol, anxiety, and depression domains, we opted to test implicit associations that had clear theoretical ties to core aspects of the psychopathology and had been measured in previous research (alcohol anxiety and depression: Glashouwer et al., 2012) . Within the eating disorder domain, we tested a novel IAT examining high fat-food þ shameful implicit associations. Despite its modest correlation strength with eating disorder symptoms, the IAT was not as strong of a predictor of symptoms when controlling for explicit associations. This suggests that there may be better concepts to measure to capture automatic thoughts among individuals with eating disorder symptoms.
It is also notable that when examining the relationship between demographic variables and implicit associations, explicit associations, and symptoms, the effect sizes are very similar across tests. With our extremely large sample size, we were able to detect significant effects of demographic characteristics, even when effects were very small. Thus, the general lack of effects of ethnicity and extremely small effect sizes of race suggest that use of the IAT within these domains may be relatively uninfluenced by differences among individuals in these respects. There were also small effects of education, when measuring by number of years of education. These results were in line with the effect sizes and direction of effects for age, so it is important to note that these two measures may be related (i.e., greater age related to more education). Together, these findings suggest the IATs can likely be used across relatively diverse samples without needing to account for different mean values across groups, which establishes one element of the tasks' measurement invariance.
Gender had variable effects on the implicit associations, explicit associations, and symptom measures. Within each domain, gender had the smallest effect on the implicit association (vs. other) measures, suggesting that perhaps social desirability or gender roles may more strongly influence explicit reports of mental health symptoms. Surprising results emerged in the depression domain; men reported higher depressive symptoms than women, while selfdepressed implicit associations did not differ between men and women. The gender difference in symptoms is contrary to the majority of previous research suggesting that women experience depression at higher rates than men (Kessler et al., 2003) . However, more recent evidence suggests that men and women may experience depression at more similar rates when the measure includes male-oriented symptom items (e.g., substance abuse and aggression; Martin, Neighbors, & Griffith, 2013) . In the present study, it is also possible that men may be more comfortable disclosing depressive symptoms on the web, though this is clearly speculative. Further evaluating gender differences in reporting on the web in this domain will be important for future work. Also, women in the disordered eating domain explicitly expressed stronger associations between high-fat food and shameful and self-reported more eating-disorder symptoms than men, though gender differences did not emerge on the implicit association measure. These findings are consistent with previous research in which men and women did not significantly differ on a weight identity IAT (Grover, Keel, & Mitchell, 2003) , and may suggest that cultural messages about the 'morality' of high-fat foods have been internalized comparably by both men and women, even if they are reported differently explicitly.
Finally, understanding the implicit association measures' incremental predictive validity allows us to examine if additional clinical information can be predicted by the IATs above and beyond that of known risk factors. For example, previous research in this area suggests that stronger implicit associations linking the self to death (as opposed to life) are able to uniquely predict suicide attempts, even when known risk factors are accounted for (Nock et al., 2010 ). In the current study, all four implicit association measures accounted for additional variance in symptom scores after controlling for explicit associations. Although the effect sizes of implicit associations' prediction were small, these results suggest that implicit association measures may be beneficial to examine further as potential clinical tools, especially to assess thoughts or behaviors for which self-report may be unreliable (e.g., due to motivation to conceal, lack of conscious awareness, or difficulties with prediction and introspection).
It is also important to note that this is the first large-scale study that examines implicit associations relating to mental health among a diverse sample. Although laboratory studies are very valuable, they are typically limited to small (and often homogenous) sample sizes and often are not powerful enough to detect differences in implicit associations based on critical individual differences. This is the first large-scale study that examines how mental health implicit associations vary based on a number of critical demographic characteristics, such as race and ethnicity, which is extremely important information for both researchers and clinicians. Without these extremely large and diverse samples, we would not have been able to detect the relatively small effects of demographic variables across implicit associations, pointing to the utility of our study samples. Thus, while we do not claim our sample is representative of the general population, it is by far the largest and most representative (based on its heterogeneity) sample in which implicit mental health associations have been examined, and gives researchers the best information to date about norms for these measures, and mean differences across numerous demographic groups.
Limitations and conclusion
Results should be interpreted in light of several limitations. First, although diverse and more heterogeneous than typical college samples, our sample is not representative of any particular population. Second, participants were assessed for symptoms but not clinically diagnosed. However, use of an unselected sample allowed us to examine implicit associations across a wide range of symptomatology, and our sample was more highly symptomatic than typical community samples. It should also be noted that the selfreported symptom measures in the current study have limitations (e.g., reliance on self report and they do not establish a diagnosis), despite their good validity with clinical and non-clinical samples. Third, given that the data were collected via the PIMH web site, participants were able to select the specific studies they were interested in taking and participate in as many studies as desired. While having multiple data points for a single participant is not ideal, the large sample size decreased the likelihood that multiple administrations would significantly affect the results (see discussion in Nosek, Banaji, & Greenwald, 2002) . In web studies, it is also possible for participants to end the study early; however, 86% of the participants that consented did complete all study tasks. We also had no way to assess the setting in which the participants completed the studies and whether or not the participants were fully engaged. Notwithstanding, web-based computer data also have several advantages, such as rapid data collection and large sample sizes. Further, the prevalence of general anxiety and depression symptoms disclosed online is equal to or greater than prevalence in the general population (Shapiro et al., 2013) , supporting the use of a web-based methodology for the current questions. Additionally, across each disorder domain, only one disorder-relevant concept was measured implicitly. Previous research suggests that different variants of the IAT show unique predictive validity (e.g., drinking identity and drinking avoidance associations predict differently; Lindgren, Foster, Westgate, & Neighbors, 2013; see also Teachman & Woody, 2003 , in the anxiety domain), so it will be important to assess a broader range of implicit mental health associations to determine the strongest predictors for different types of clinical outcomes. Finally, the (B) IAT needs to be understood as a relative measure and it is not a measure of "lie detection," so needs to be interpreted carefully and cannot be said to capture an individual's "true" feelings about a topic .
Possible order effects are also an important consideration. In the current study, participants completed the explicit associations and symptom measures in a fixed order, so this may have potentially influenced our results. Additionally, we found that there was an effect of IAT block order for the eating disorder IAT. This was surprising, given that there have been improvements to the IAT design (i.e., increasing number of practice trials mid-way through the task), that have almost eliminated block order effects (Nosek, Greenwald, & Banaji, 2005) . Despite the block order effect observed, it is noteworthy that the symptom and explicit association correlations with the eating disorder IAT did not differ as a function of block order, suggesting that order effects are not likely to alter the main conclusions drawn in this study.
The current study is the first to describe implicit mental health associations across four highly prevalent mental disorder domains in very large and heterogeneous samples. This work extends laboratory-based findings by examining how implicit alcohol, anxiety, depression, and eating-related associations vary (or do not vary) based on age, gender, race, ethnicity, and education, given that the samples allow for the fist examination of individual differences in implicit mental health associations that can detect even small effects. The results suggest that there are very minimal effects of race and ethnicity on implicit mental health associations, which provides important information for future research studies or clinical applications that want to apply these implicit cognition tools across racially diverse groups. Moreover, the results indicate that implicit mental health associations incrementally predict symptoms, over and above individuals' explicit associations with these mental health concepts, which suggests that automatic selfand psychopathology-concepts are important in understanding and predicting alcohol use, anxiety, depression, and eating disorders. The results also suggest that implicit associations are modestly positively correlated with both explicit mental health associations and self-reported symptoms. This research also emphasizes the ability for researchers to assess sensitive and personal topics (that may be difficult to discuss openly in laboratory-based, in-person settings) on the web. It will be important in future work to assess how the impliciteexplicit relationships differ among diagnosed vs. unselected samples, and the implicit associations' sensitivity to clinical interventions. Overall, this research highlights the importance and feasibility of examining both implicit and explicit cognition in mental health domains.
